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the exam

Distributed Monday, December 17, at 9 a.m.
on Sakai under Resources
email immediately if you cannot access the file
or call xxx-xxx-xxxx (phone number given out in class)

Collected Thursday, December 20, at 3 p.m.
Drop off in Murray 213 after noon
Sakai submission by prior arrangement only

No e-mail submission



the exam

Answer one essay question from each group
Three total

Discuss at least seven texts

Cite evidence

Open book. No collaboration. All work your own.



housekeeping

Evaluations

Please complete by Thursday

Our thanks!

Papers

To be returned tomorrow or Wednesday on Sakai

E-mail will explain grades more fully



review

Narayan: comparison to Joyce
	
 Reduced interiority
	
 Authority is absurd but not malign
	
 No apparent telos (goal or end)
Narayan as Anglophone Indian writer

Indian English once more
Casual disregard for questions of nation and caste



[The Indian writer] hopes to express through his novels 
and stories the way of life of the group of people with 
whose psychology and background he is most familiar, and 
he hopes that these pictures will not only appeal to his 
own circle but also to a larger audience outside.

R.K. Narayan in 1953

review



review

Narayan: limited wills, constrained people
	
 Pathos of social and internal limitations

Modernization and ordinary experience



realism

He sat there in the front part of his home, bent over his 
clay, and brought into existence a miniature universe; all the 
colours of life were there, all the forms and creatures, but 
of the size of his middle finger…he had the eye of a 
cartoonist for human faces. Everything went down into 
clay. It was a wonderful miniature reflection of the world; 
and he mounted them neatly on thin wooden slices, which 
enhanced their attractiveness.

“Gateman’s Gift,” 28



Presently he grew tired of lying down there. He rose and 
walked back to the station. There was a good crowd on 
the platform. He asked someone, ‘What has happened to 
the train?’

“Out of Business,” 95

“Have you heard of a thing called jujitsu? Well, this is a 
simple trick in jujitsu perhaps known to half a dozen 
persons in the whole of South India.”

“Fellow-Feeling,” 45

secular magic



Half the enchantment of the place was due to the fact that 
it did not have the benefit of municipal lighting. The place 
was lit up by shop lights. One or two had hissing 
gaslights….This suited the astrologer very well, for the 
simple reason that he had not in the least intended to be 
an astrologer when he began life; and he knew no more of 
what was going to happen to others than he knew what 
was going to happen to himself next minute.

“An Astrologer’s Day,” 10
Discussion. What is the relation between modernity and 
enchantment in this passage?

secular magic



“after” modernism
or, the doom of modernism

Woolf and Joyce claim to put paid to realist novel

Narayan exemplifies continuing vitality of realistic narrative

realist norm supple enough for many strands of literary 
modernity

Woolfian/Joycean technique takes place on shelf of tools 
rather than becoming a norm



the question…

What happened to fiction in English 1900–1950?



Discussion
(1) Lines of affinity
(2) Lines of conflict

James Conrad Stein Joyce Sayers Hemingway

Woolf Faulkner Anand Hurston Barnes Narayan



Conrad, Heart (1899)
James, “Beast” (1903)
Stein, “Melanctha” (1909)
Joyce, Portrait (1916)
Sayers, Whose Body? (1923)
Hemingway, In Our Time (1925)
Woolf, Mrs. Dalloway (1925)
Faulkner, As I Lay Dying (1930)
Anand, Untouchable (1935)
Hurston, Their Eyes (1937)
Barnes, Nightwood (1937)
Narayan, Malgudi Days (1942–56)

Discussion. Lines of transformation / lines of continuity?



what happened?

Stream of consciousness, narrative fragmentation
Pursuit of aesthetic autonomy
Disenchantment of the world & alienated selves
Traumas of the Great War

or

Political commitments, realistic representation
Vernacular Englishes; who does English belong to?
Shifting global system of English-language writing & reading



seeing it both ways

Or rather: these are major lines of struggle for
recognition, artistic prestige
power to represent and re-imagine people/situations

History of fiction in English 1900–1940 can be seen as both
the chronological line

and
the space of proliferation



next

Read on.


